The notions of generic minimum polynomial and generic norm for finitedimensional strictly power-associative algebras were introduced by Professor N. Jacobson in [2] , [3], generalizing the notions of principal polynomial and norm for associative algebras. In this paper we extend these concepts to infinite-dimensional algebras; in the process we give a coordinate-free approach to the generic norm.
The final part of the paper is devoted to briefly indicating how the novel approach of H. Braun and M. Koecher to nonassociative algebras [1] can be carried over to this infinite-dimensional setting. Homogeneous algebras are defined geometrically as those whose structure group acts transitively on the set of nonsingular elements over a suitable extension field. The Equivalence Theorem shows that homogeneity and several other geometric conditions are equivalent to the condition that the symmetrized algebra be Jordan. Several properties of the reduced norm for a homogeneous algebra are then derived.
The structure theory is approached by means of associative bilinear forms. The nondegeneracy conditions for an algebra require that there be enough associative forms to separate points. Use of these forms considerably facilitates the proofs of the standard theorems. The final structure theorem shows that the classes of simple algebras obtained are essentially the normed algebras-the quasiassociative algebras, commutative Jordan algebras, and algebras of degree 2.
1. The differential calculus. Throughout this paper %, S¡), 3 will denote vector spaces, not necessarily finite-dimensional, over an infinite field <P. We review the results of [5, pp. 73-75].
{3£a} will denote the collection of finite-dimensional subspaces of 3c. Each such subspace has a natural topology, the Zariski topology. If Je.c^ the Zariski topology on 3Ea is just the topology induced by 3te, so the inclusion map tßa is continuous. Since the {ïa} form a directed set, 36 is in a natural way the direct limit of the topological spaces 3Ea. The induced topology on 3£ is again called the Zariski topology. Thus V is open in 3E if and only if V n 3E" is open in 3ca for each a. As in the finite-dimensional case, nonempty open sets are dense.
If ?) is another vector space we have for each a spaces ^(S«, ty) and ^(36a, " §) of polynomial or rational mappings of X« or an open subset of Xa into 9) ; these spaces are spanned by the mappings Fa : xa -^fa(xa)y where y e 9) and /" is an ordinary polynomial or rational function on 3Ett. Note in particular that the range Fa(£a) of any Fa e 0l(jia, 9)) is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace ■?)" of ' §. If ?ia<=3iB we have the natural restriction paß = i*a of âP(Xs, ?)) -y ¿P(Xa, 9)) or @(£B, V) -* 3?(Xa, W, and we may form the inverse limits &>(£, ?)) or 0t(H, $) of polynomial or rational mappings of 3E or an open subset of 3£ into 5). For 2) = <P, (dc)=^(l, <£) and &($)=&(£, <D) are the polynomial or rational functions on X. A (set-theoretic) mapping F: X -> ?) defined on some open subset of 3£ is in á»(S,$) or ^(X,$) if and only if each restriction F"=F|ïa is in ^(Xa,3)) or &(%a, W-Thus F is pieced together from a consistent family {Fa} of local functions. It is useful to observe that F can be formed from a consistent family {Fe} of functions on any cofinal collection {dig} of subspaces.
Unfortunately, for infinite-dimensional spaces the Zariski topology is strictly finer than that generated by the open sets V(F) = {xe 36 | F(x)/0} for Fe^(3£), and ¡%(£) is no longer the quotient field of &(%). For example, if {x^ x2,...} is a basis for X set Fn(£x,..., f») = f1"B(i1-f2)-• -(L-L) on the subspace 3£n ={x1;..., xn}; these determine a rational function F which is not the quotient of two polynomials since {x £ S | F(x) is zero or is undefined} is a closed set on which no nonzero polynomial vanishes. Actually, the topology and the exact nature of the mappings plays very little role in our theory. We regard ^(3£) as a space of (set-theoretic) functions, but at times we will also want to regard it as a field. The situation is analogous to that in the theory of functions of a real variable, where at times one regards the objects under study as functions and at times as equivalence classes of functions which differ only on sets of measure zero. We can regard two rational functions as equivalent if they are defined and equal on some dense open set. Each equivalence class has a unique representative with maximal domain of definition, and considering only such "maximal" functions the usual relations such as FF~1 = 1 are valid.
All the machinery of the differential calculus can be carried over to this setting. For x e 3£, F e &(?i, $) the differential of F at x is a linear map dF\x: X-^ty whose value at a vector u e ■£ is 8UF\X = dF\x(u). x -*■ 8uF(x) is a rational map duF: 3£ -> 9) and F-> duF is just partial derivation 8U in the direction u. dF: x -*■ dF\x is a settheoretic mapping from 36 to Hom(3E, ^)), but it need not be rational.
IfFeâê(% S), G e á?(£, ?)) then F o G e 0t(H, S) and the chain rule implies d{FoG}\x = 8F\Gix)odG\x,
For rational functions we can define the logarithmic derivative au log F = F"1auF with the usual rules 8 log F-G = 8 log F + 8 log G, 8U8V log F = 8V8U log F = F -2{F-8U8VF-8UF-8VF}.
F is inseparable if dF=0; this means that on any 3£a = {x1;..., xn} we have Fa(èu • • •> în) = Ga(èï, • ••,£*) where p denotes the characteristic of G>. If i> is perfect this is equivalent to F= G" for some rational function G. F is homogeneous of degree « if F(Ax) = AnF(x) for all A e <D ; a homogeneous polynomial function is called a form. Finally, note that any F e £%(H,'ff) has a unique extension Fn 6 £%(3in, D¡¡) for any extension Q. of the base field <5.
2. Factorization of forms. A polynomial function P divides or is a factor of Q if there is a polynomial function R with Q=PR; equivalently, Q\P is a polynomial function (on each finite-dimensional subspace). P is irreducible if it has no proper factors, and prime if it divides either RorS whenever it divides their product RS. Throughout the rest of this paper P, Q, R, S will denote forms of positive degree p, q, r, s> 0. Note that all factors of a form are again forms, since this is true locally. [June Suppose Xa<=XÄ are two finite-dimensional subspaces. Observe that if PB is a form on XÄ then its restriction Pa to X« is again a form of the same degree and hence either nonconstant or identically zero. If Pe is prime on X" then Pa may not be prime on Xa, in which case we say Pe splits upon restriction to X«; if PB, RB are distinct primes on X¿ they may still be prime on X« but not distinct, Pa = Ra, in which case we say they coalesce on restriction to X". If x0 is a point in Xa where Q(x0)¥=0, ß«= ß(x0) FI QVcf and QB = Q(x0) Yl QlBe the (unique) factorizations of Q on Xa and HB into distinct prime factors Qia and QiB with ßia(x0) = Qiß(x0) = 1, then £ß is a stable extension of Xa for Q if there is no splitting or coalescing among the Qiß upon restriction. Xa is a stability space for Q if all extensions Xs of Xa are stable. Note that any extension of a stability space is again a stability space. is the corresponding factorization on X" then the restriction of Qiß to X" is nonconstant, hence is prime or splits into several factors. Thus the total number of factors of the restriction of QB to Xa is at least mB ; this restriction is Qa and this total number is ma by the uniqueness of the decomposition on Xa, so the above inequality holds. We have equality only if no splitting occurs among the QiB upon restriction.
Choose Xa with minimal ma. By the above, for any extension HB we have ma = mB and no splitting occurs upon restriction of the primes QiB. In this case we claim na â nB.
Indeed, the restrictions of QiB to Xa remain prime but need not be distinct, so the number of distinct primes appearing is at most nB ; the number of distinct factors of Qa is na, so the above inequality holds. We have equality only if none of the Ql0 coalesce upon restriction to Xa.
Finally, among the spaces Xa with minimal ma choose one with maximal na. Then for ïa<=S^ we have ma=mB, na=nB and hence no splitting or coalescing appears upon restriction of the QlB to 3ca, all 3Efl are stable extensions of 3Ea, and 3£a is a stability space for Q. Theorem 1. If Q is a form, x0 a point with ß(xo)/0, then Q has a unique factorization Q = Q(x0) Il QV into irreducible factors Q¡ with Qi(x0) = 1.
Proof. Let Xa be a stability space for Q containing x0, Qa=Q(x0) \~[ QVa the factorization of Q on 3E". Since the family of extensions of Sa is cofinal in the collection of all diB, to define Qt it suffices to define QlB on extensions Xß in a consistent fashion. Since there is no splitting or coalescing upon restriction to 3£a, we have a unique factorization QB=Q(xo)XlQ%B on XB with qiB=qia, QlB\Xa=Qla; the uniqueness guarantees consistency. Clearly Q = Q(x0) Y~[ g? ' since this holds on each subspace 3EÄ, and the gt are irreducible since they are on 3Ea. Note that the factorization of Q takes the same form as that of Qa.
To prove uniqueness of this factorization, as usual it is enough to prove irreducible forms are prime. If P is irreducible, by what we just noted it must be irreducible on any stability space. Suppose P is not prime, say P divides RS but not R or S; then R/P and S/P are not polynomials, hence there are subspaces £", 3Eff where they cannot be represented by polynomials. If 3E" is a stability space for P containing $" and 3£" then Pn divides RaS" but not Rn or Sn ; but P" is irreducible, hence prime, and this is a contradiction.
Theorem 2 (Hubert Nullstellensatz). If® is algebraically closed, P and Q forms with F(x) = 0 => g(x) = 0 then P is composed of irreducible factors of Q.
Proof. If P=Y~[P?i for P{ irreducible it suffices to prove Ft divides Q. If not, there would be a space 3£a where g/F( cannot be represented as a polynomial. Choosing a stability space 36" for Pt containing 3£a we observed in the last theorem that Pin is irreducible. But for x e X" P(Jt(x)=0 => F¡(x)=0 => P(x)=0 => g(x)=0 => ö"(x)=0, so by the ordinary Nullstellensatz for 3^ Pin divides Qn, which is impossible since £" contains 3E".
We now apply these results to situations involving "automorphic forms." Q will denote a form on 9) with factorization Q = Q(y0) FI Qa1-Lemma 2 [4, p. 944] . If Q admits composition with a rational mapping E: x -> Ex of £ into HomÇ §,ty), Q(Exy) = e(x)Q(y)
for some nonzero rational function e on X and for all x e X, y e SJ) where both sides are defined, then there are rational functions e¡ and a permutation tt = tt(E) such that Qi(Exy) = ei(x)Qm)(y).
In particular, if EC = I for some c e X then -rr(E) = 1 and each irreducible factor admits composition with E:
Qi(Exy) = ei(x)Qi(y). Proof. We have Q(.y0)U Q¿E*yy' = e(x)Q(yo)Yl Qi(y)q'-Both sides may be regarded as polynomial functions on D with coefficients in the field @(X). The Q¡ o Ex are still forms on ?) of the same degree as Q¡ since Ex is linear, so none are constant, and hence if one of the Qt ° Ex split into proper factors the factorization on the left side would have a greater total number of prime factors than that on the right. This is impossible, so each Qt ° Ex is irreducible as a polynomial in y. Since the primes in a factorization are unique up to a constant multiple, Qi(Exy) = et(x)Qnm(y) as desired. Qi(Wy) = qi(W)Q1,(n(y).
The statements about Qa, q0, ■* are clear. If E: X -> @(Q) is a rational mapping then qo(x)=qo(Ex) -Qo(Exy0) is a rational function, and by Lemma 2 there is a permutation ■n -n(E) with Q¡(Exy) = ei(x)QMi)(y) for the irreducible factors of Q0 (which are the same as the irreducible factors of Q). Thus e¡(x)=aj(x) and ir(E) =tt(Ex) is independent of x.
Let us recall another result along these lines.
Lemma 4 [4, p. 948] . If E:x^-Ex is a rational mapping of X into Homß", $) with Ec = I for some ce £ and 8 log Q°EX = 8 log Q for all x then Q = Q'Q" where all the irreducible factors of Q' admit composition with E and where Q" is inseparable.
The proof in [4] depended only on the factorization theorem, hence carries over to this setting. identically where defined.
Proof. By power-associativity, i>[x] is a commutative-associative algebra with identity for each x e 9Í, so for any/ g e <b[A] we have f(x)g(x) = (fg)(x). Thus the set ofpx(X) in the theorem forms an ideal in ^(3£)[A]; since ^(S) is a field this ideal is principal, so let px(X) be its (unique) monic generator. It suffices to prove mx(X) =7>*(A).
We have mx(X) = PÁtyxW for some monic qx(X) e ¡M(1£)[X\. If 3ca is a finite-dimensional subspace which has nonempty intersection with the domains of each of the coefficients of px(X) and qx(X) then upon restriction we get
for mxa(X) e ^(3:a)[A] and pxa(X), qxa(X) e 8$(£a) [X] . Since 0t(Xa) is the quotient field of ^(Xa) the usual proof involving Gauss' Lemma shows
where p'xa(X) =pa(x)pxa(X), qxa(X)=qa(x)q'xa(X) e &>(£a)[X] for pa(x), qa(x) e @(£a);
since mxa(X) is monic, p'xa(X) and q'xa(X) can be chosen to be monic too. But then since pxa(X) and qxa(X) are also monic we see^a(x)=^a(x) = l, and pxa(X)=p'xa(X), As a corollary we derive the important result that if m is the degree of the generic minimum polynomial there exist elements of degree m. For suppose x0 is an element of maximal degree n ^ m. We will construct a monic polynomial nx(X) = 2 nj(x)Af of degree n with rational coefficients n((x) which is satisfied by all elements x. By the theorem, this will imply mx(X) divides nx(A), hence mfín, and so m=n as desired.
We define a vector space srJ as the nth exterior product of X, ?) = X A • • • A X, n times, and define polynomial maps F¡: X -y D for i=0, 1,..., n by
Now Fn(xo)¥:0 since by assumption 1, x0,..., xn_1 are linearly independent. It will suffice to define the functions nt(x) on the dense set Fn(x) ^ 0, and here we have a unique expression xn = -2?= o1 n¡(x)x' for n,(x) e <P since such x are of degree n. Using this expression for xB we see Next, the generic minimum polynomial of an extension algebra 9In is just the natural extension of the generic minimum polynomial ofä. Indeed, since 3> is infinite the relation mx(x)=0 remains valid upon extension, so 3tn is generically algebraic with minimum polynomial px(X) which divides the extension mxa(X) of mx(X). On the other hand, if a»*: Q -> i> is a <P-linear functional with cu*(l) = 1 then a,*px(X) is a monic <D-polynomial of the same degree as px(X), and for x g 31 {w*px}(x) = u)*{px(x)} = 0, so o>*px(X) is divisible by mx(X). Thus mxCl(X) has degree less than or equal to that of its divisor px(A), and mxC1(X) =px(X).
Subalgebras and quotient algebras of generically algebraic algebras are again of this type, although with different minimum polynomials. The direct sum 91 = 9t(1) ©• • • © 9t(n) of a finite number of such algebras is again such, with minimum polynomial miXl.x")(X) = mx}(X)-' •W,*">(A) tne product of the individual minimum polynomials. If 95: 9t->• 93 is a bijection which is a homomorphism on each 3>[x] for x e 91 then 33 is generically algebraic with minimum polynomial tnvw(X) = mx(X). This holds in particular if <p is an isomorphism or anti-isomorphism, or more generally an isomorphism of 91+ onto 93+ . Another case is when a? is the identity mapping of 9t into its mutation 91<W), where multiplication in 91e"' for p e <& is given by x •" y=pxy + (l -p)yx. Thus all mutations have the same generic minimum polynomial; note that 9I=9l(1) and 91+ =9i<1,2> are particular examples of mutations.
The basic source of generically algebraic algebras is the fact that every finitedimensional power-associative algebra with identity (over O) is generically algebraic. Indeed, the characteristic polynomial/^A) = det (XI-Lx) of the linear transformation Lx ( = left multiplication by x) is a monic polynomial in A whose coefficients are polynomial functions of x, and from the facts fx(Lx)=0 and Lx(l) = x' we have fx(x)=fx(Lx)(l) = 0. Thus//A) satisfies all the requirements of the definition (3); of course in general fx(X) will not be the minimum polynomial. We give two examples of generically algebraic algebras which are not finitedimensional. If O is of characteristic different from 2, let 91 be the Jordan algebra of a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on an infinite-dimensional space 3r0-Here 3£ = 01 + 3£0, where 1 acts as the identity and multiplication of elements of S0 is given by x0-.yo = (xo, .Vo)!-The generic minimum polynomial is mx(X) = X2-t(x)X +«(x)l where r(al+x0)=2a and «(al+x0)=ce2 -(x0, x0). If the form is nondegenerate, 91 is actually simple. In the other example, assume <P has characteristic p # 0 and let 91 = £2 be an infinite purely inseparable extension of i> of exponent e, so wp° e <b for all neu. Then the generic minimum polynomial is mx(X) = Xpe -n(x)
where, for a basis {cua} of £2 over <b with tu£e -rpa, n(x) is given for x=2 êawa by «(*) = 2 <)»«&'• 4. The generic norm. Throughout this section 9t denotes a generically algebraic algebra with generic minimum polynomial m mx(X) = 2 mi(x)Xi-
The generic norm is N(x) = (-l)m«i0(x) and the generic trace is t(x)= -«im_!(x).
Theorem 4 [2] , [3], [4] , [9] . We have the properties (i) the «ii(x) are forms of degree m -i; (ii) the ffii(x) are Lie-invariant: 8Dxmt\x=0for any derivation Dof%; (no mi(i)=(-ir-<(™y, for x, y e 93.
As a corollary to part (viii) we show that an isotope 9t(u> of a generically algebraic commutative Jordan algebra 91 with generic norm N is again generically algebraic with generic norm Nw = N(u)N. Recall that for invertible u the isotope 21<U) has the same vector space structure as 91 and multiplication is defined by
The identity element is l(u> = w-1. In general, Uw is an isomorphism of 91<c/">u) onto 9l(u) for invertible w. For our assertion it suffices to pass to the algebraic closure ; here u has an invertible square root v [3, p. 43], so Uv is an isomorphism of 91e"' =9l(l'i!)=9I(tV> onto 9I=9l(1). Thus 9l(u) is generically algebraic, and we saw in §3 that corresponding elements under Uv have the same generic minimum poly- Corresponding to the definition of the generic minimum polynomial one can define the generic reduced minimum polynomial mx(X) = ~2?=o m°(x)Xf to be the monic polynomial of least degree in A with coefficients which are polynomial functions such that m°(x) is nilpotent for each x. Thus m°(X) is the least polynomial a power of which is divisible by mx(X). The reduced norm N0 is ( -l)mo times the constant term and the reduced trace t0(x) the negative of the m0 -1 term ofm°x(X). We have m°x(X) = N0(Xl-x) and pKX), px(X), m°(X), mx(X) all have the same roots. If 7V = fl TV?' is the factorization of the generic norm TV we see TV0 = TT Ni-mo is called the reduced degree of 9Í over <P ; unlike the generic degree m it depends on the base field. The degree of 91 is the maximal number of pairwise orthogonal idempotents over the algebraic closure.
The discriminant 8 of 91 is the discriminant of m°(X) ; it is a homogeneous form of degree %m0(m0+1) such that S(x) = 0 if and only if m°(X) has a repeated root. We say 91 is unramified over 0 if S =¿0 is not identically zero. Note that this will be true if and only if there are m0 pairwise orthogonal idempotents over the algebraic closure, i.e., 9t is unramified over í> if and only if the reduced degree o/9t over <D equals the degree ofñ. Indeed, since px(X) divides mx(X) and both have the same roots, m°(X) will have repeated roots unless px(X)=m°(X), in which case by (5), (6) 9In contains d=m0 orthogonal idempotents. Thus if 91 is unramified over <D it will remain unramified over any extension field, and the reduced norm on the extension will just be the natural extension of N0. Now the factors TV¡ are distinct irreducible forms, so the m$c(A) = TVi(Al-x) are distinct irreducible polynomials in ^*(X)[A], hence the resultant Rtj of rn^A) and mx(X) is nonzero. But this resultant is a form T?(i(x) of degree »yMy. Thus on the dense set where all 7?i3(x) =£ 0 no two mx(X) have a common root, so the discriminant 8(x) of m°(X) vanishes if and only if the discriminant 8¡(x) of some mx(X) vanishes :
8(x)=0 o n S((x)=0. Thus as elements of 0>(X) or m°(X) is ramified if and only if some mx(X) is ramified.
6. Normed algebras. 7n this section we assume 4> has characteristic different from 2. Recall [4, 5] that a normed algebra is a nonassociative algebra 91 on X with identity element c=l which carries a norm Q: Q is a form of degree q>0 with g(c)=l which admits composition Q(Exy) = e(x)Q(y), Q(Fxy)=f(x)Q(y), where E, Fe®(7&, Hom(3t, X)) satisfy EC = FC=I, 8uE\c=<xLu, 8uF\c=ßRu forO^a, ße <D, and which is nondegenerate in the sense that its trace form t = rc is a nondegenerate bilinear form (as in (2), tc(u, v)= -8U8V log g|c). Every normed algebra is a separable noncommutative Jordan algebra which is a direct sum of a finite number of simple ideals which are either finite-dimensional or of degree 2 over their centers. Under these conditions [5, p. 77] each element satisfies the polynomial (7) qx(X)= g(Al-x).
Since Q(c)= 1, this is a monic polynomial function, so we have Theorem 7. Every normed algebra is generically algebraic.
Part of the Generalized Schäfer Conjecture [5] is that the norm g of a normed algebra is a product of irreducible factors of the generic norm N; Theorems 1 and 7 show that this makes sense, i.e., that we can define N and its irreducible factors. = °y(y, «) (by (ii)) = K\ogP\y.
(by(i)) [June Since this relation holds on a dense set of x, 01og{Po£4} = eiogP holds for all x. By Lemma 4 with F.= 7/. we have P=P'P" where P' admits composition with Ux and where P" is inseparable; since Q is perfect, P" is a/»th power, so by irreducibility of F we know P=P' admits Ux: P(Uxy)=p(x)P(y). Then /»(x)=P(t/.l)=P(x2) since P is normalized, and P(Uxy)=P(x2)P(y). Fory=x2 this gives P(y2)=P(y)2, and since the set of squares is dense P(x2)=P(x)2 for all x. Then P(Uxy)=P(x)2P(y) and we can apply Theorem 6 to conclude P is an irreducible factor of TV.
7. Homogeneous algebras. In this section we indicate how the geometric approach of H. Braun and M. Koecher [1, Chapters 2-3] can be carried over to the infinite-dimensional case. The concepts introduced will not distinguish between the geometry of 91 and that of 91+. Throughout this section 91 will denote a generically algebraic algebra with generic norm TV on a vector space X over afield $ of characteristic ,¿2.
The structure group 0(91) is the set of invertible linear transformations IF on X such that (9) (Wx)'1 = W»-^-1 for some invertible linear transformation W# and all x where both sides are defined. As usual, 0(9Q is an algebraic group with involution #. Now x -> x-1 is a rational mapping, so on the set X(TV)={x | 7V(x)^0} where it is defined we have a linear transformation (10) 77. = -aix-1}!*.
In particular, Applying ^u|c to (19) and using (11),
Since 91 is power-associative, {Lx* -Rx2 + (RX-LX)(LX+Rx)}y=8y[x2, x]|Ä=0, so
we have a well defined operator for some «( IF) e 3> as desired. So suppose x# = Af(x)F(x) for some polynomial map F: X -> X. Now (x -Al)# is a monic polynomial of degree «i-1 in x with coefficients in 0[A], where «i is the degree of TV. We noted in §3 that there is an x e X of degree m ; for such an x, (x-al)# is never zero for any scalar a in an extension of í>. But the polynomial function Af(x-Al) has roots a, and for such a (x-al)# = Af(x-al)F(x-al) vanishes, which is a contradiction. As always, p denotes the characteristic of O (/» may be zero).
Lemma 5 [1, p. 102]. 7/91 is homogeneous, P a normalized factor of the generic norm such that px(X)=P(Xl -x) is a polynomial in Ap then P is inseparable. In particular, if Í» is perfect P is a pth power.
Proof. By the Equivalence Theorem 91+ is Jordan, so by Theorem 4 (viii) the generic norm and its factor P admit composition with Ux. Thus (8.iii) shows the trace form a of P is associative for 91+ ; for nonsingular y, But by our assumption that px(X) is a polynomial in A"
Settingy=-x, A=0 8xP\y = 0.
Thus 1 e Rad o, Rad cr=9t, duP=0 for all u, and P is inseparable.
Theorem 11 [1, p. 105] . Z/9I is homogeneous and <i> is perfect then 9Í is unramified over 0.
Proof. We saw in §5 it suffices to consider an irreducible factor P=Nt of TV and show the discriminant S¡ of px(X)=P(Xl-x) is nonzero. Since TV¡ is irreducible in (X), px(X) is irreducible in ^(X) [A] . Let X0 be a stability space for P with basis If 1 = ex + ■ • • + er is any sum of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents, x = 2 x¡¡ the Peirce decomposition ofx e 91 relative to the {e¡} with xji = aiei + zi/oi-z¡ nilpotent, then the reduced trace ofx is t0(x) = 2 aiProof. Since <1> is perfect, 91 is unramified by Theorem 11 ; since $ is algebraically closed, we saw in §5 there are m0 orthogonal idempotents (necessarily primitive) l=/i+ • ■ ■ +/","• Now e and the / are primitive, 9Ï+ is an algebraic Jordan algebra, and <5 is algebraically closed, so by [10] the Peirce spaces are Since m°(X) has only the roots 0 and 1 we see a=ß, ml(X) = A^-^A-l).
In particular, To calculate t0(x), first note that the Peirce spaces are orthogonal under any associative bilinear form, so t0(x) = 2 To(*u)-But to(z) = 0 for any nilpotent z since m°(A) = Amo. Thus T0(xi() = T0(o:iei-l-zi) = ai, and to(x) = 2 a¡-8. Structure theory. Here we will extend the results of H. Braun and M. Koecher [1, Chapter 1] concerning the structure theory of generically algebraic algebras satisfying certain nondegeneracy conditions. Throughout this section 91 denotes a strictly power-associative algebra over afield 3> of characteristic =£2.
Since "most" finite-dimensional flexible central simple power-associative algebras carry nondegenerate trace forms, it is reasonable to require as a nondegeneracy condition the existence of enough associative forms to separate points.
(Indeed, the usual approach to the structure theory of simple algebras over an algebraically closed field constructs a trace form by means of a supplementary family of primitive orthogonal idempotents {et} as in Theorem 12.) This is a stringent requirement, as is seen by the following where ^(91) is the set of properly nilpotent elements z such z, za, az are nilpotent for all ae9t. Note that in "pathological" cases ^(91) and 5"(9i) may contain idempotents; indeed, we have 5^(91) =5"(9I) = 9Í if 91 is a simple nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra. However, if ^(91) is nil then ^(9t)=^(90 = ^(91). We saw in the course of Theorem 12 that for a homogeneous algebra the reduced trace r0 over the algebraic closure is a seminormal form on 91+ such that Rad t0 is nil (if it contained an idempotent it would contain a primitive one e, contradicting r0(e) = l); we say 9t is strongly homogeneous if t0 is also associative for 9t, in which case we have Theorem 15 [1, p. 123] . T/91 is strongly homogeneous then 0t{%) = ^(9i) = ^(91).
Theorem 16 [1, p. 54] . A seminormal generically algebraic algebra is a direct sum of a finite number of simple ideals.
Proof. As usual, it suffices to show that each ideal 93 has an identity and is a direct summand of 9Í (the number of simple summands will then be bounded by the generic degree of 91).
93 cannot be nil since 5^(91)=0, so it contains a principal idempotent e (an increasing chain of idempotents has length at most equal to the generic degree). We have Peirce decompositions Note that an ideal of a seminormal (resp. normal) algebra is again seminormal (resp. normal).
Theorem 17. If % is a simple generically algebraic algebra which is seminormal then 91 is a noncommutative Jordan algebra which is either (i) a finite-dimensional quasiassociative algebra, (ii) a finite-dimensional commutative Jordan algebra, (iii) of degree 2 over its center Y. The following are equivalent:
(iv) 91 is normal, (v) 91 is separable, (vi) the generic trace r is nondegenerate, (vii) 91+ is a normed algebra.
Proof. Let O^r^S^Î» where <b is the algebraic closure of 0, Y is purely inseparable over X of exponent e, and S is separable over <D (such a factorization is possible since Y is generically algebraic over 0).
By seminormality we have nonzero seminormal forms a with values in <b (which are nondegenerate since 9Í is simple); each such o has the form <j=2 «íct¡ for a¡ £ <[> and o i associative forms with values in i> (but not necessarily normal). If we choose a with at least one a4 = 1 and the minimal possible number of nonzero a¡ then the usual minimality argument shows a9 = o for all O-automorphisms of O. This shows that the radical of the extension d of a to the normal closure S of S is invariant under all «^-automorphisms of 2. Similarly, if this radical were nonzero it would contain a minimal x = 2 a¡*i for a(eS and x( £ 9t satisfying x9 = x for all g. But since S is normal this would imply x £ 9Í, contradicting the nondegeneracy of a on 91. Thus Sf(91 s) e 5^(91 i) <= Rad ö=0, and 9ÍS is seminormal. By Theorem 16 it is a direct sum of simple ideals, and another application of the [June Galois group argument to 9tE embedded in 9ii shows these are all O-isomorphic. It suffices to prove one (hence all) of these is of type (i), (ii), (iii). Such a simple summand is a seminormal generically algebraic algebra over S with center isomorphic to F.
We have reduced the problem to the case where 2 = 0 and F is purely inseparable over <P. We claim in this case any seminormal form is actually T-linear. If y 6 F, yp' e <5, x e 9t then z=y®x-l ®yxis nilpotent in 9Ir, zpe =0, so by definition of seminormality a(z)=0, ya(x) = a(yx). Next, we claim a is seminormal on 9Í regarded as a T-algebra. If Q=>T =>$, {co¡} a basis for Fl over F, x=2 "»i ® *i e £2 ®r 9t, j = 2 <"i ® JCi e Í2 ®« 91 then a(x)=a(y). Now x nilpotent => 0=xp/ = 2 «f' ® xf = 2 yf^; ® x? (if «f' = 2 Y*fi>i, Yu g H * 2 y«*f'=0 for each / =*■ 2rf/*f+ ' = ° for each y(yf/ e <D) => j»p' + '=0, and >> is nilpotent. By seminormality of a on 9Í as a <P-algebra, <r(>')=0; but then a(x)=0, and a is seminormal on 91 as a T-algebra. Thus 91 is a central-simple seminormal generically algebraic algebra over its center F.
We have reduced the problem to the case where F = O and 9t is a central-simple seminormal generically algebraic algebra over its center F. Since the extension of such an algebra remains such (since y(9tn)5¿9tfi we have ^(9tn)=0 by simplicity, hence the extension remains seminormal), and since a central-simple algebra will be of type (i), (ii), (iii) if and only if its extension is, we may assume 0 = <D is algebraically closed. Here we may follow the argument of [5, p. 79]; all that was necessary in that argument was that Under these conditions the equivalence of (v), (vi), (vii) in the final assertion of the theorem is well known. Any extension of a normal algebra remains normal, hence semisimple, so (iv) implies (v). Conversely, for separable algebras of types (i), (ii), (iii) every associative form annihilates nilpotent elements (over the algebraic closure it is a linear combination of generic traces), so in this case seminormality and normality are equivalent.
Remark. In the case of characteristic =£ 5 Lemmas 6 and 7 are unnecessary, since (d) and (e) follow from Theorem 13.
Corollary.
Every normal algebra is strongly homogeneous.
